FORMAT FOR PROPOSING AMENDMENTS TO CHANGE THE CONSTITUTION

[Section 13 (4)]

Proposed Amendments To Change The Constitution

(Needs 2/3 vote to pass at the same session it is read and voted on to become law. [Section 13 (4)]

SECTION # Title or Heading from Bylaws or Uniform Work Book

Now Reads:

Copy entire section exactly as is printed in the Constitution including the date.

Proposed to Read:

List entire section under consideration for change

If no change is proposed in a particular paragraph or subdivision, indicate that:

7. No change to this paragraph or No change to this subdivision

If a change within a paragraph or subdivision deletes any existing text, the deletion will be indicated by showing the existing text with strikethrough.

2. This section will be deleted but the rest of the paragraph remains in force.

If a change within a paragraph or subdivision adds text to the existing text, the addition will be indicated by **bolding** and **underlining** the new text.

5. This sentence will be added.

Give Rationale: Why you want to see this change.

Submitted by:  Chapter Name and Number
AND the date it was voted on by the chapter

Submitted by Chapter Name and Number
AND the date it was voted on by the chapter

__________________________  __________________________
Worthy Matron                    Worthy Matron

__________________________  __________________________
Secretary                     Secretary

__________________________  __________________________
Date                        Date

{Chapter Seal}                {Chapter Seal}